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lence studied. In the attribute tables of each
U.S. and Pakistani policymakers often cast data layer, I added columns for incident, injury, and fatality counts for each year and
the violence orchestrated by Tehrik-eTaliban Pakistan (TTP) and other Pakistani type of violence by district, using the Field
militant organizations as terrorism, irrespec- Calculator to run the relevant calculations. I
tive of the tactics and targets evident
in specific attacks. Indeed, many of
these groups are U.S.-designated
Foreign Terrorist Organizations—and
they all target non-combatant civilians. This narrative, however, obscures the fact that Pakistani terrorists and insurgents engage in a wide
variety of political violence, including,
but not limited to, terrorism. This project examines the three types of political violence most commonly associthen used the overall counts to perform an
ated with the TTP and other non-state
armed groups: 1) Assassinations; 2) Guerril- analysis of year-to-year change in assassila Attacks; and 3) Terrorist Attacks. It maps nations, guerrilla attacks, and terrorist atthe geographic density of these types of po- tacks by district. After performing these
steps in Excel and ArcMap, I used standard
litical violence since 2006—an important
deviation classification, graduated quantibaseline year before the TTP’s launch in
late 2007—through 2011, the last year for ties, and a diverging color scheme to highwhich data is available. It also explores year light and assess the year-to-year change in
-to-year changes in these three manifesta- these three tactics by district. Finally, I nortions of violence, focusing on the 2008-2009 malized the violence counts with district
population data—obtained using the Zonal
period that coincides with the dramatic
Statistics tool—to show their geographic
spread of the TTP-led insurgency across
Pakistan. Since preventing assassinations, density over this project’s six-year observaguerrilla attacks, and terrorist attacks might tion period.
require different security strategies, mapping the geographic concentration and evo- Conclusions
lution of such violence will help the PakiU.S. and Pakistani policymakers should
stani state deploy military, law enforcement, bear in mind the following geospatial inand first responder resources in a more ap- sights as they counter non-state armed
propriate manner.
group’s engagement in political violence:
Project Overview

DENSITY OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE BY DISTRICT, 2006-2011

Methodology

1.The prevalence of the particular kind of
I used the BFRS Political Violence in Pakipolitical violence is, in part, determined by
stan dataset compiled by scholars affiliated
geography. While assassinations and terwith the Empirical Studies in Conflict Project rorist attacks plague several districts,
(ESOC) at Princeton University. The BFRS
guerrilla attacks were more concentrated,
dataset is comprehensive, providing deaffecting: parts of Baluchistan and Khyber
tailed information on 28,731 discrete inciPakhtunkhwa provinces; the Federally Addents of 12 kinds of political violence (e.g.
ministered Tribal Areas (FATA); and urban
violent political demonstration) in Pakistan
centers, albeit to a lesser extent.
from January 1, 1988 through November 8,
2011. The BFRS dataset, however, suffered 2. Political violence fluctuates—and state infrom one major limitation: the lack of geoda- terventions must change in response. The
ta. To overcome this obstacle, I joined a pol- expansion of assassinations in the 2008ygon file of Pakistan’s districts with the rele- 2009 period was dramatic, suggesting the
vant fields from the BFRS dataset, creating
TTP’s inability to engage in direct military
a separate data layer for each type of vioconfrontations while also highlighting the
Map Projection: WGS 1984 UTM Zone 42N

need for more law enforcement resources
across the country.

Data Sources: BFRS Political Violence in Pakistan Dataset, ESOC/Princeton University;
Administrative Boundaries, Humanitarian Response; Gridded Population of the World,
CIESEN/SEDAC; and Elevation and World Shaded Relief, ESRI/Tufts University.

